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PROJECT VI

METHODOLOGY FOR QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF DIAGNOSTIC MEDICAL IMAGING

(C. Metz)

BACKGROUND

A clear need exists for methodology that can be used to evaluate the performance
of diagnostic medical imaging procedures in an objective and meaningful way.  Because
of the possible risks associated with human exposure to ionizing radiation and
because of the increasing costs of medical care in general, a quantitative basis
is required upon which the costs and risks of medical imaging studies can be judged
relative to the diagnostic information that they yield.  Methods must be found for
measuring and describing the diagnostic performance that a medical imaging study
can provide, and for optimizing the use of imaging studies in a diagnostic strategy.

Of the various approaches that might be taken toward the diagnostic performance
eval uation probl ems, "Receiver Operating Characteristic"  or "ROC" analysis appears
to hold the greatest promise. ROC analysis was developed in the fields of electronic
signal detection and experimental psychology to measure and describe inherent detection
performance independent of decision threshold and prior probability effects.  Within
the past decade, ROC methodology developed in these fields has been applied success-
fully to the evaluation of medical diagnostic performance, and new ROC techniques
have been established which deal with some aspects of decision performance that are
of particular importance in diagnostic medical imaging. Much basic development of
ROC methodology remains to be done, however, before the needs of diagnostic perfor-
mance evaluation are fully met.

The work proposed in this project is designed to further develop the methodology
of a unified, objective, and meaningful approach to the problem of evaluating the
usefulness of diagnostic medical imaging' procedures.  The specific aims set forth
in the three-year proposal for this project deal with what we consider to be the
three basic unresolved issues of diagnostic performance evaluation:  (1) statistical
significance testing; (2) optimal sequencing of correlated diagnostic studies; and

(3) analysis of observer performance in differential diagnostic tasks.  Effort during
the first year was focused on the first of these specific aims.

SPECIFIC A:I·MS-    :

1.   Develop new tests for the statistical significance of apparent differences
between ROC curves.

(a)  Study the number of cases required to demonstrate the statistical
significance of a real difference between two ROC curves estimated
from independent data.

(b)  Develop and evaluate a test for the statistical significance of
apparent differences between two ROC curves estimated from
correlated response data, which arise, for example, when two
diagnostic tests are applied to a common set of clinical cases.
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(c)  Formulate and evaluate a univariate statistical test for apparent

differences between the True Positive decision rates provided by
two diagnostic tests when both provide the same specified False
Positive rate.

(d)  Develop a theoretical model to account for the separate components
of variance in--and correlations between--any single index of
decision performance that is used to summarize an estimated ROC
curve.  Develop practical techniques to estimate these components
from ROC data.

PROGRESS IN 1980

(a)  We have begun to study the relationship between the number of cases used in
ROC analyses of diagnostic performance and the "power" of the statistical test that we
developed previously for differences between ROC curves that are estimated from
independent data.  Statistical power in this context is defined as the probability
that a real difference between ROC curves will be shown to be significant.  Our
initial work has focused on predicting statistical power as a function of the number
of cases when the two ROC curves in question are estimated from independent sets of
image data (for example, obtained from separate patient samples).

For large numbers of cases (e.g., on the order of 100 or more) statistical power
is given approximately -byan integral of a non-central Chi-square distribution that
depends  on the number of cases, the actual difference between  the ROC curves,  the
significance level employed (e.g., p <0.05), and the way that the decision-maker

defines the categories of decision confidence that he uses in generating his ROC data.
:

Because this last parameter is variable and at least partially uncontrolled in a
clinical ROC experiment, we have studied average statistical power by randomly varying
the confidence categorization procedure (which determines the distribution of measured
points on an ROC curve) over a typical range.

A set of four ROC curves spanning the range of disease detectability usually
encountered in clinical studies was selected, and average statistical power for
distinguishing between pairs of these curves is being studied as a function of the
number of cases employed. Future effort will focus on the formulation of "rules of        I
thumb" by which our results can be summarized concisely, and will investigate the ex-

- tent to which the-·s,tatistical power predicted by the ·non-central Chi-square
approximation: is reflected.in results obtained using computer-generated observer
response data.

(b)  We have written and debugged an iterative computer program for the maximum
likelihood estimation of decision performance parameters required by our new statis-
tical test for the significance of differences between correlated ROC curves.  To
investigate the convergence of this iterative program and its ability to recover

accurate values of the decision performance parameters from statistically variable
data, we applied the program to sets of correlated confidence-rating response data
that were generated by computer simulation of the observer decision process and,
thus, for which the correct parameter values were known.  We found that the program

in its initial form converged for most data sets and produced acceptable estimates of
„,*   the decision performance parameters. The final parameter estimates obtained by the
    program did not always fully maximize data likelihood, however. We believe that this
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,,         sub-optimal  behavior of the program  is  due  to a simpl i fying approximation  used  at
each iteration of the estimation procedure, and we are currently modifying the
program to incorporate a more complex but more accurate calculation of the correc-
tions made to the parameter estimates at each iteration.

(c)  In clinical applications of ROC analysis, there occasionally exists a need
to rank diagnostic techniques with respect to their disease detection performance.
To do this, the full ROC curve (which is usually described by at least two param-
eters) must be summarized by a single index of performance. ·Two possible summary
indices are (1) the area beneath the ROC curve, and (2) the True Positive Fraction
(TPF) on the ROC curve at a specified False Positive Fraction (FPF).  A statistical
test for the significance of apparent differences between the values of the first
index has been developed already by others.  This index--and the associated statisti-
cal test--can yield misleading results in situations where two estimated ROC curves
cross, however.  To deal with this problem, we designed a statistical test for
apparent differences between values of the second summary index mentioned above.  In
essence, the component of variance in this single index due to case sampling and
"wi thin reader" response variation is approximated by appropriately combining maximum
likelihood estimates of the variance and covariance in the two parhmeters on an ROC

curve fit to the ROC data; this variance estimate is then used to calculate a critical
ratio for a univariate statistical test. Future effort in Year 1 will evaluate the
performance of this test in terms of its ability to yield a "false significance rate"
equal to the "p value" or "a level" employed;· computer simulation techniques similar
to those described previously will be used.

(d)  We developed a theoretical model to account separately for the several

components of variation in--and correlations between--estimates of any single index
of decision performance used to summarize ROC data (for example, the area under the
ROC curve).  The components of variation included in the model are those due to:
(1) variability in the sample of images used for the observer performance test,
caused by patient variations and/or variations in the imaging process; (2) differences

' among the interpretive skills of various human observers who read the images; and

(3) "within-reader" variations that cause any single observer to occasionally change
his interpretation of a given image over repeated readings, and thus to cause
variations in the index of decision performance estimates from his interpretations.
The components of correlation included in the model are: (1) "image sample" correla-
tion between decision performance indices, which is introduced, for example, when

2._     -.. the= sample.of patients is used to- generate, images from two different imaging modalities;
and' (21- "fnterpretive skill" correl-ation--between decision performance indices, which.is
introduced, for example, when the skill of a particular observer in reading images
produced by one modality is related to his skill in reading images produced by another
modality.

This theoretical model allows the variability of a difference between two perfor-
mance indices to be calculated in a way that accounts both for patient-matching and
reader-matching in an experimental design, and also for the statistical effects of
using multiple observers and repeated readings by each observer.

We have established procedures by which the several components of variation and
correlation can be estimated from observer response data by conventional statistical

r   techniques.  Future efforts will focus on:  (1) more efficient estimation of the

correlation terms by use of the iterative maximum likelihood techniques described
under item (a) above; and (2) generalization of this approach to account for the
several components of variation and correlation that are present in testing differences
between two-parameter ROC curves, rather than single-index summaries of these.
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